An increase in expansion of antibiotic-resistant bacterial pathogens alarms the world's population and creating a wave of the antibiotic apocalypse. The inclination of the death rate due to these antibiotic-resistant superbugs signifies urgency towards a new drug discovery to combat against these bacterial pathogens. The last class of antibiotics developed leaves a huge gap in the antibiotic timeline as the antibiotic development progress failed to kill the bacteria. Current antibiotic targets the central dogma of the bacteria hence finding a new potential drug target could eliminate the superbugs. It is, therefore, crucial to understand the underlying mechanism to identify the root cause of the resistant characteristic by understanding the biological cellular processes. Hypothetical proteins are an uncharacterized protein that is not known for its function which could provide a deeper understanding of the metabolic pathway of the bacterial proteome. This paper will generally provide a guideline for non-bioinformatician to mine potential drug targets from hypothetical proteins of bacterial proteome using a fast and less-cost bioinformatics approach.
Introduction
Protein consists of four levels structure which is primary, secondary, tertiary and quaternary structure. The structures are built based on the linking amino acids. For sequences of amino acids of lesser than fifty amino acids linked together are known as peptides and are usually the primary structure of the protein. 1 Hence, the primary structure is described as linear chain blocks of amino acids. If the amino acids are more than fifty, it is described as polypeptides. Secondary structures of the protein are known as the "folding protein" where the polypeptides are either folded to α-helices, β-strands and random coil. 2 The structures are folded by linking the C=O and N-H by hydrogen bonds that make the structures more stable. 3 Tertiary structures are known as the whole structure of the protein in a 3-Dimensional shape (3D) of which the protein structures are folded. Quaternary structures are referred to as the spatial relationship or the interaction between the subunits of the protein or also known as the individuals' polypeptide chain.
Protein structure is often studied to understand the contributing factors of diseases, genetics ailment or nutritional composition. In most studies, hypothetical proteins (HPs) often gain notoriety as it is often used in structural genomics with unknown functions as there is a lack of evidence in the in vivo experimental setting. The sequence of proteins is classified as hypothetical if the sequence search is not recognizable to the protein that has been functionally characterized. 4 According to Normi, 5 the hypothetical protein is known as the orphan protein however it has been seen that this HPs have a high potential of carrying metal-to protein trafficking and confers antibiotic-resistant.
In 2006, one of the protein databases, NCBI, contained about 19, 85,480 of protein sequence out of which 1/3 of the sequences are hypothetical proteins and 1/10 of the protein sequences are classified as "conserved hypothetical" of which the function is annotated. 6 This approach is called a protein function annotation of which the protein function is predicted by using a bioinformatics approach. Previously, HPs are seen to not be able to be studied thoroughly due to the lack of evidence in the sequence similarity in all the protein databases making it difficult to understand the protein function. 6 However, through the in-silico approach of computational aided drug design, functional annotation of HPs is fully utilized to identify the protein function. HPs are important as these proteins carry excessive involvement in cellular activities and also signalling pathways. 7 The proteins are revealed to contribute its crucial role in various microorganisms. Hence making it as a potential novel drug target for antibioticresistant, oncogenic studies, and other automated immune disorders disease by understanding the metabolic pathway presented in HPs. The function predicted proteins are important as it provides the functional characterization of protein sequence for uncharacterized Open Reading Frames (ORFs). Currently, the world population is teeming with bacteria that becomes a threat to the global. These bacterial pathogens acquire genetic traits that develop an intrinsic mechanism of resistance towards antibiotics. Ongoing research towards developing new antibiotics consumes a lot of cost and time consuming due to the poor experimental outcome. Despite the ongoing research, these antibioticresistant superbugs are currently on the rise that is detrimental to the human population which leads to alarming waves of the emergence of antibiotic-resistant pathogens. The root cause of genetic acquirement of resistance towards antibiotics remains enigmatic. However, it can be studied by identifying the HPs that is uncharacterized. The current treatment regimen of antibiotics is unable to combat the bacterial pathogens as most of which target the central dogma of the bacterial pathogens. However, targeting the specific mechanism that develops the resistant traits could potentially be detrimental to the bacterial pathogens. Uncharacterized proteins could provide answers to elucidate the biological of the bacterial pathogens by integrating bioinformatics approach of the in silico experimental study design through functional annotation. Hence, this paper aims to provide a guideline for mining potential targets of bacterial proteome for the researcher who is not familiar with bioinformatics tools.
Mining of hypothetical protein from database resources of protein sequence
Protein databases are a crucial part of modern biological studies.
The open server provides a sufficient amount of protein database that is often used in most biological studies. The major primary protein databases that are often used are UniProt, and Entrez (NCBI). The whole-genome sequence that is completed through sequencing projects for bacteria can be retrieved via the NCBI database where it provides microbial strains.
Entrez
The Entrez gene is a database that provides a gene-specific database that is stored in the National Centre for Biotechnology Information (NCBI). Entrez search engine is built in the NCBI that can be accessed via https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/. The search engine can be accessible to use by providing the keywords of the microorganism. The database provides gene-specific information related to the bacteria which user can easily retrieve related publications, genome id, genome sequence and etc. The database is encoded with a specific identifier notified as to the GeneID. 8 Entrez is often used as the primary resource to identify bacterial genome species.
NCBI microbial genomes
NCBI Microbial Genomes are embedded to the NCBI database that serves as an open-source that provides resources of the database for a microbial genome that is obtained from sequencing projects. The database includes prokaryotes, eukaryotes, viruses, plasmid, and organelles completed assembly genome. Detailed information related to the protein of the bacterial pathogen is available. During the sequencing projects, any uncharacterized proteins are annotated as "hypothetical". The NCBI Microbial genome can easily be accessed via https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genome/microbes/. Table 1 shows the number of hypothetical proteins of 10 strainspecific most threatening bacterial pathogens. This hypothetical protein of the bacterial pathogens could be further explored to understand the attenuation of virulence factors of the bacterial pathogens. Although hypothetical proteins are progressively being studied, there are still many uncharacterized hypothetical proteins that remain not known. 
Uniprot
Uniprot also is known as the UniProt knowledgebase are the centerpiece of protein sequences that provides the annotation and functional information. The UniProt comprised of other protein databases which include the SwissProt, TrEMBL PIR-PSD. UniProt is divided into two main sections which contain the fully manually annotated that is obtained from the literature review and also the curator-evaluated which is computationally analyzed. 9 The database is embedded with features to perform sequence alignment, retrieve/ ID mapping and peptide search. The protein is tagged with the uniprot ID as reference.
Subtractive genomic analysis
According to Barh, 10 the term subtractive genomic is whereby two sets of genomes is removed or subtract from the genomic data in order to obtain the unique phenotype of the specific genes. Subtractive genomic analysis is a technique of which the hypothetical protein is analyzed by using in-silico approaches. The technique analyses the potential target of hypothetical protein by using various databases and available tools of bioinformatics. It is whereby a technique to identify the essential genes for the survival of the pathogens by identifying the non-homologous sequence that is absent from the human host.
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The detailed workflow of subtractive genomic analysis is described in Figure 1 . 
Blast
BLAST is abbreviated from the Basic Local Alignment Search Tool 12 that is crucial in subtractive genomic analysis. The subtractive genomic analysis is mostly screened by using BLAST. The main function of BLAST is to identify regions that show a similarity between two or more biological sequence. The input can either be nucleotide or protein. BLAST is built into the NCBI database and Uniprot database. Further information about BLAST can be accessed via https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi where it provides manual and tutorial to perform a local alignment. The web BLAST performs a search against nucleotide that is tagged as BLASTn, BLASTp for blast against protein sequence, BLASTx for translated nucleotide against protein and tBLASTn for protein against translated nucleotide.
Non-homology analysis
The homologous sequence is a sequence that is similar in terms of ancestry. The homologous sequence protein is inferred based on their sequence similarity of the DNA protein. This homologous protein might carry any undesirable cross-reactivity and will interfere with the binding between the active sites. 13 This non-homology analysis is the primary steps for every subtractive genomic analysis. The analysis is subjected to BLASTp against Homo sapiens proteome with an expected threshold value of 0.005.
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Essentiality analysis
Essential genes are a principal drug target criterion to identify the potential bacterial proteins for an identifying therapeutics drug target. The essential genes are genes that are necessary to support the cellular life of living microorganisms. 15 The identification of essential proteins is identified by performing a BLASTp search against the Database of Essential Genes (DEG) with an e-value of 0.0001.
Druggability analysis
The druggable analysis is one of the important steps of which the protein was analyzed for their ability as a potential drug target. Druggability is one of the most important features for potential drug target protein as it shows whether the protein is susceptible towards binding with small inhibitor molecules. The HPs will be screened against Drugbank database to identify the protein that can be potentially developed as a drug target. The database is known as both bioinformatics and cheminformatics primary resource that merges both comprehensive information on drugs. 16 Drugbank is extensively used in silico studies as a tool for drug discovery. In subtractive genomic approach, hypothetical proteins that can be found in drug bank are selected for further analysis.
Anti-target non-homology analysis
Anti-target is protein receptor or host protein that when it binds with the drug molecules it may react causing and adverse effects which can be toxic to the human cells. The anti-target protein will also lead to severe pharmacokinetics effects. The anti-targets are considered as the following constituents the human ether-a-go-related gene (hERG), the pregnane X, constitutive androstane receptors (PXR and CAR, respectively) and also the P-glycoprotein (P-up). 17 Hence, it is crucial to remove anti-targets protein. This analysis is performed by BLASTp with an e-value of 0.005. 
Gut-flora non-homology analysis
The microbiota is described as the entire population of microorganisms which includes bacteria, fungi, archaea, viruses, and protozoans. 19 The gut microbiota plays a significant role in the association of a broad array of diseases related to the bowel systems. 20 Evidently, antibiotics could result in short or long term implications towards the ecological system of the normal gut microbiota. 20 In addition to that, the gut microbiota plays an important role in preventing the colonization of bacteria pathogens. 21 Therefore, it is important to eliminate proteins that show similarities to the gut flora as any unintentional disruption of gut microbiota can lead to severe effects. In order to avoid such circumstances, the proteins of the bacterial pathogens are subjected to BLASTp with an e-value of 0.0001.
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Subcellular localization
Subcellular localization is one of the main criteria of potential bacterial drug target. The bacterial proteins can be presented in 5 feasible regions of subcellular which is the cytoplasm, plasma membrane, periplasm, outer membrane and in the extracellular membrane.
14 Each bacterium located at a different subcellular location can provide different functionality. The subcellular localization is performed by using PsortB. 23 The PsortB predicts the bacterial proteome of gram-negative based on 3 localizations type; cytoplasmic, membrane and extracellular proteins.
24 CELLO2GO 25 is a also a protein subcellular localization tools provided that it is more accurate Protein located at the cytoplasmic and the membrane of the protein channels are targeted for drug target whereas protein located at the membrane, exo-membrane and also proteins that are secreted is developed for potential peptide vaccines.
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Virulence factor analysis
Virulence factors (VFs) are one important determinant to identify drug target. VFs are secreted by the bacterial pathogens which makes them causing disease. The database provides information that determines the related factors of virulent of the bacterial pathogens. These factors can include adhesion, colonization, the capsule of the bacterial pathogens, exoenzyme and exotoxins that involves the bacterial attachment and the host cells. 26 The analysis can be performed by finding similarities against the Virulence Factor Database (VFDB).
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Broad-spectrum analysis
The broad-spectrum analysis is one of the important criteria for multiple infections caused by a broad spectrum of bacterial pathogens. The step is to analyze the bacterial pathogens in broadspectrum proteins target which can be beneficial for developing drug target for antimicrobial-resistant pathogens. 10 The bacterial proteins are subjected to BLASTp with e-value of 0.005 against a wide-range of bacterial proteomes.
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Functional annotation
Functional annotation is a process of which the information related to a certain gene biological information is gathered based on its aliases, molecular function, its biological roles, protein subcellular localization and the domain expression. 28 Functional annotation is performed to define the protein functionality of "conserved hypothetical" proteins or protein with undefined function. These approaches include the identification of the similarities between sequences, profiling of phylogenetic trees, the analysis of proteinprotein interactions, defining the protein complexes and also profiling of gene expression. 6 
Interproscan
The tools provide a vast integration of protein analysis that combines different protein signature. 29 Interproscan can be used to analyze the protein functionality that can be beneficial to understand the underlying mechanism that contributes to the survival of bacterial pathogens. The InterPro is the integration of major protein resource databases which includes PROSITE, PRINTS, SMART, Pfam PIRSF and SUPERFAMILY. 29 
Pfam
Pfam is one of the databases that consist of large protein families databases and domains. The database contains approximately 12,000 families that are utilized in an experimental biological setting, computational sequence organization and evolution of proteins origin. 30 Pfam is one for the Interpro consortium that provides protection functionality annotation, the construction of structural data, non-domain annotation of protein, active site protein analysis, the architectural evolution of domain and taxonomy. 30 
Gene ontology & pathway analysis KEGG
KEGG (Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes) is known
as an open-source database that contains 16 major databases that cover a broad categorization of systematic information of the genome and chemical information. KEGG database can be used to identify the pathway analysis of the hypothetical protein. Pathway analysis can be divided into 3 which is metabolic pathways, gene regulatory and signaling pathway. 31 In silico approach observes the metabolic pathway that is presented between the hypothetical protein of the bacteria and the host.
Gene Ontology (GO)
According to Neuhaus 32 the term ontology is defined as an obvious parameter of a shared conceptualization. GO database is curated organism database that provides the gene specification of the bacterial proteomes. The database provides annotation that is supported by experimental evidence and is termed by GO codes. It provides detailed reports of correlation of the products of the genes with the biological types. Gene ontology helps to characterize the specific genomic function of the hypothetical protein of the bacterial pathogens which is important in drug-target based method.
Protein_protein Interaction Analysis-STRING
Bacterial proteomes may carry some specific functions influenced by the neighboring protein which can lead to a certain function.
STRING is an open server site that provides a unique scoringframework of interactome analysis by analyzing the protein-protein interaction based on the physical of the functional interactions of the bacterial proteome. 33 In order to understand the responsible interactors towards the survival of the bacterial proteomes, only high confidence score greater than 0.700 is included in the protein network frame. The protein frameworks are derived from various experimental data, analysis of gene; the gene fusion neighborhood, co-occurrence, coexpression that is curated from various pathway databases. 33 Protein interactions scores might result in either false positives or negatives, hence low confidence interactors are pruned out from the network framework.
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Homology modeling
Hypothetical protein does not have a 3D structure model that is available on Protein Data Bank(PDB) due to the unknown characterization of the conserved regions. Hence, homology is performed to structuring 3D model. Hypothetical proteins that show 40% identical similarities scoring to PDB are most likely to use SWISS-MODEL, RaptorX, and Modeller to perform homology modeling. Lesser than 40% similarities with PDB are more compatible to perform homology modeling by using Phyre2. The concept of homology modeling is to build the 3D model of the proteins by referring to the templates of related family members. The homology model web server is observed under the Continuous Automated Model EvaluatiOn (CAMEO) project to analyze its accuracy.
Swiss-model
SWISS-MODEL relies on building 3D models of protein structures by evolving protein structures based on templates of the particular protein families of which the structures are readily solved in the experimental setting by X-ray or Nuclear Magnetic Resonance(NMR).
34 SWISS-Model is readily built with high sensitive sequence-based template identification by using the Hidden Markovnikov Model(HMM) averse to the SWISS-MODEL template library (SMTL). 34 The model quality built by using SWISS-MODEL is accessed by the composite score of QMEAN. 34 In order to build a homology model at SWISS-MODEL interface, the input only requires a FASTA sequence of the bacterial proteome.
RaptorX
RaptorX is another web server that can be used to build the protein homology model of the bacterial proteome. Unlike SWISS-MODEL, RaptorX runs the prediction of the structure-property without any templates reference. 35 The web server predicts protein secondary structure, tertiary structure base template, and sampling probability outcome for alignment. It consists of 3 main constituent that includes, threading of single-template, prediction for alignment quality and threading of multiple-template.
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Phyre2
Phyre2 web portal provides a prediction for protein mode and analysis where it includes building 32 models, ligand binding site prediction and also analyzing the amino acid variants for protein query by users. 37 The server predicts the secondary and tertiary structure of the protein and accesses the model quality of the protein. Phyre2 uses 5 main facilities for the 3D structure prediction which includes; searching structure averse to various genomes by using backphyre, submitting a larger number of the protein sequence by batch, threading technique of one-to-one for user sequence to user structure, scanning proteins that are difficult through weekly basis by using Phyrealarm and a thorough analysis for the quality of the model, protein functionally and the mutational effects by Phyre Investigator. 
Validation of protein model
Homology model build is subjected to the validation of the 3D protein model. Few benchmarks what is readily available for the structure validation assessment are Root Median Square Deviation(RMSD), Ramachandran plot assessment and ERRAT. The validation of the protein model is done to analyze the protein structure model whether it is programmed correctly and if the implementation of the algorithm is applied. 38 Generally, the structure validations observe non allowed and allowed conformations. 39 Most structures validation aims to oversee the resolution and the R-value as higher resolution shows a higher accuracy of the structures of molecules. 
ProSA-web
ProSA or Protein Structure Analysis is one of the tools that consist of a wide base of the user and often applied for analysis and validation of predicted protein structures and model. ProSA specifies on the analysis of the X-ray and NMR spectroscopy. 41 The server recognizes the error of the protein structure. HPs structures may be interfered by machine artifacts throughout the homology process which leads to error in the structures. To identify the regions to facilitate the interpretation process. This is a crucial step for structure depositors before the homology model of the 3D structure is submitted to PDB.
Procheck
Procheck perform protein structure validation through the Ramachandran plot. Ramachandran plot access the structure of the quality of the stereochemical of the protein model. The analysis is performed to identify the residues of the protein structures of which within the favored region and disallowed regions. 40 The highlighted regions could either be an error or be further analyzed. The residue is listed based on the parameters of the stereochemical. The good quality model should demonstrate a total of over 90% score for residues in the core and allowed regions.
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Errat
Some errors of protein structures resulted in errors causing higher randomized distributions of the atom; carbon (C), nitrogen (N), and oxygen (0). The ERRAT plot is used to validate the protein structure by outputting the "overall quality factor" of the atomic interactions that are non-bonded. This step is to validify the protein model that is built by using homology modeler and high-quality model are based on the higher score. 43 
Ligand preparation
Ligand compound can be resourced by using available chemical databases which provide the information of the chemical compound of the ligand, 2D structure and SMILES formatted of the chemical compound. Some of the chemical curated databases that are used for chemical ligand preparation is PubCHEM 44 and ZINC. 45 Both are often used for ligand preparation however, ZINC is available for commercial purpose.
Binding site prediction
Protein is not independent whereby their function are expressed upon interacting with other molecules. In functional annotation, it is crucial to understand the protein-ligand interaction as it plays a vital role in drug discovery. 46 The binding site prediction identifies the relationship of the protein-ligand based interaction which is divided into two methods; geometry and energy-based method. 46 Binding site prediction software works to detect a site of which the site has the highest potential to induce the binding interaction with other molecules. Some predictors provide data such as the binding pocket.
Virtual screening
Virtual screening (VS) is one of the most recent progressive studies of drug discovery which applies computational methods. Generally, the concept of virtual screening is to identify potential drug target against a large scale of libraries of chemicals and understand the underlying mechanism of whether the molecules are able to dock or bind with the target molecules. VS are included as the structure-based drug design(SBDD) which are seen as highly efficient towards the identification of drug in the pharmaceutical field.
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Docking
Molecular docking is currently one of the most progressive computational methods in aided drug design. Docking can be divided into ligand-protein interaction or protein-protein interaction. In ligandprotein interaction it follows the concept of lock-and-key to visualize whether the target protein is amenable to small molecule inhibition; ligand. The method outputs binding affinity score (Kcal/mol) where the least binding affinity scores show that the inhibition consumes the least energy to bind (Kcal/mol). Docking can be performed when the 3D structure of the protein is known. This process provides information on how the protein structure or macromolecule interacts with small molecules. 48 There are currently few available docking tools that can freely be used such as AutoDock, AutoDock Vina and etc.
ADME toxicity test
Absorption, distribution, metabolism, elimination, and toxicity (ADMET) 49 is one of the important aspects of identifying the potential drug. Initially, drugs were identified through in vivo screening where it takes years and time-consuming. As the drug development field is progressing, more promising compounds are screened for further pharmacokinetic properties and whether the compound could induce cell toxicity to the human body. ADMET test would underline the drug properties of the compound as drug interactions are based on the properties of the compound that it carries. In some cases of which a small portion and flexible scaffold against random receptors will have a tendency to change the molecular shapes and also the conformations which may lead to severe effects or cell toxicity. In recent years, more in silico studies towards analyzing the ADMET property have been integrated for rapid analysis. Some available open server includes ADME-Tox 50 and preADMET.
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Conclusion
The spread of antibiotic resistant bacterial pathogens kept on increasing causing a huge cost to discover new antibiotics. Most research is based on laboratory approaches where it can be timeconsuming and unable to obtain the result while conducting the experimental procedures. Hence, a low-cost and highly accurate method could help to overcome this. It is suggested that both in vitro and in silico technique could be performed to acquire more accurate result. Practicing in silico approach can help to minimize the cost, time and increase accuracy.
